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Fine Structure of the Ground States of N" and 0"f*
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An attempt has been made to 6t the experimental values of the ground-state splittings for N" and 0"
by using the same nucleon-nucleon spin-orbit force for both cases. It is found that the spin-orbit force
constants for the N" case must be made about twice as large as those for the 0" case. The magnitudes of
the spin-orbit force parameters required to account satisfactorily for the N" and 0"ground-state splittings
have been found to be from 5 to 10 times larger than those necessary to obtain agreement between the
calculated and the experimental values of the ground state splitting in Li'.

The exchange-integral contributions to the splittings have been found to be from ~ to —,
' of the direct

integral contributions; therefore, the concept of a one-body spin-orbit force is not accurately applicable
in the cases of the N" and 0" ground state splittings.

Gaussian error potentials and wave functions have been used. The wave-function range parameters have
been adjusted by means of experimental Coulomb energies and examined by means of binding energies.
Effects of excited configurations have not been included and no claim of an exhaustive consideration of all
possible adjustments of wave function and potential parameters is made.

I. INTRODUCTION

'ANY calculations have been made of the level
i ~ structure of light nuclei, using mixtures of

central, tensor, and spin-orbit types of interactions. '
One especially interesting problem of level structure is
that of nuclear fine structure. It was observed by Breit'
in 1936 that the experimentally observed p and p;
states of Li' appeared to be members of an inverted
doublet, analogous to that of atomic spectra, except
that the level order would be normal if one used the
usual spin-orbit interaction. Inglis' pointed out that
by using just the Thomas-type spin-orbit term the
required inverted order could be obtained. Breit and
Stehn4 in 1938 were able to account for the 479-kev
energy difference of the Li' 'I' states, using the approxi-
mately relativistic spin-orbit interactions of Breit, '
which were obtained by requiring relativistic invariance
(to order tI'/c', in the nucleon velocities) of the e-nucleon
wave equation.

Recently Feingold' has been able to explain the
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ground-state splitting of Li~ by means of a tensor force
alone. He takes the viewpoint that nuclear fine structure
may be due to just a tensor force; however, he does not
exclude the possibility that the effect may be due to a
combination of tensor and spin-orbit forces. The words
"spin-orbit forces" are here used in the sense of forces
arising from potentials containing particle spins only in
scalar products with vectors expressible in terms of dis-
placements (distances) and gradient operators.

The present investigation will be limited to a con-
sideration of spin-orbit forces. Partial justification for
this restriction comes from the fact that spin-orbit
splitting is a first order effect of spin-orbit forces and
does not necessarily require consideration of excited
con6gurations, while tensor-force splitting is essentially
a second order effect and requires consideration of
excited configurations, ' at least to obtain agreement
with the sign of the 'I' splitting of Li'.

Evidence for the existence of a nucleon-nucleon spin-
orbit force comes from several sources. Meson field
theories, as is well known, point to it, even though the
exact form is left in doubt. A phenomenological spin-
orbit interaction has been introduced by Case and Pais~
in their interpretation of high-energy nucleon-nucleon
scattering data. A more recent investigation' seems to
indicate that it is not possible to account for both the
p-p differential cross section and polarization, at high
energies, if one assumes only tensor and central forces
to be present. From the above it may be inferred that
a nucleon-nucleon spin-orbit force may not be ruled out
as a possible form of interaction.

A one-body spin-orbit interaction has also played an
important role in recent years in nucleon-nucleus scat-
tering problems as well as in nuclear shell theory. Sack,
Biedenharn, and Breit' have been able to account for
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the p*, and pl phase shift ns energy relationships, required
by low-energy p—rr scattering data, by means of a
phenomenological one-body spin-orbit force arriving at
a factor of 25 that must be applied to the simple
Thomas term in order to secure agreement with experi-
ment. Recently, van der Spuy, ' in a similar calculation,
has obtained reasonable agreement with n —0. phase
shift vs energy data. Massey et al." have considered
the 5-nucleon system and nucleon-nucleon central and
spin-orbit forces in explaining the low-energy e—o. and

p —o. phase shift ns energy relationships and have
determined the relevant nucleon-nucleon spin-orbit.
force constant.

Fermi" found that a one-body spin-orbit force 15—20
times larger than that of a Thomas-type term was
adequate to account for the experimentally measured
polarization of 340-Mev protons scattered by carbon.
Similar considerations have been used, by several other
authors, ' in predicting nucleon polarization in scatter-
ing produced by several other nuclei.

The possibility of representing a one-body spin-orbit
force as the collective interactions of a nucleon with the
nucleons of a core has been investigated by Hughes and
Le Couteur. " If the Case and Pais nucleon-nucleon
spin-orbit force is assumed, they have shown by aver-
aging over all core nucleons, that about the correct
order of magnitude of splitting, as is required by shell
theory, results. In taking an average over the core
nucleons, exchange integral e6ects are not taken into
account by them. Because these terms cannot be
represented in terms of an equivalent central potential
it will be of interest in the present investigation to
compare the magnitude of exchange integral contribu-
tions with direct integral contributions, since the latter
can be represented by an equivalent one-body spin-
orbit interaction.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II the
ground state splittings of two especially simple con-

6gurations will be considered; that of a single or
valence nucleon outside of closed shells and that of a
"hole" in a closed shell with a closed shell. The splittings
will be evaluated by considering the approximately

relativistic spin-orbit interactions of Breit' to be a
perturbation of the otherwise degenerate ground state
con6gurations. The splitting evaluations are given in

terms of arbitrary orbital quantum numbers of the
shell and the valence nucleon, arbitrary radial wave
functions and central nucleon-nucleon potentials.
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Notation

hE&~ signifies the difference in energy between two

doublet levels. X may be M, 8', or H depending on

whether the nucleon-nucleon potential is of Majorana,
Wigner, or Heisenberg type. Y may be dir or ex, indi-

cating whether the splitting arises from direct or
exchange integral contributions.

e„,,n(1) =Rz, (r) Vn" (e,y) =—wave function of

individual nucleon,

when the latter is in a closed shell; here I., m, a denote
the orbital, azimuthal and spin quantum numbers of
the nucleon state

Rn(r) =Xnr exp( scr');— —
1' L. Eisenbud and E. P. signer, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 27, 281

(1941).
C. H. Blanchard and R. Avery, Phys. Rev. 81, 35 (1951);

I. Talmi, Helv. Phys. Acta 25, 185 (1952); J. P. Elliot and A. M.
Lane, Phys. Rev. 96, 1160 (1954); G. Abraham, Nuclear Phys. 1,
No. 6 (1956).

Similar calculations to these have been performed using
the various forms of the phenomenological spin-orbit
interactions given by Wigner and Eisenbud. "

In Sec. III the splitting expressions relevant to the
configurations (s's'psps) or (1p ') and (s's'pspsd) or
(1d), assumed to represent the N's and 0'r ground states
respectively, are evaluated using Gaussian wave func-
tions and a Gaussian potential.

Section IV contains the expressions of the binding
energy difference (taken to be due to Coulomb forces
only) of N"—0" and 0'r —F' and the binding energy
of the "last" neutron of 0' and of the "hole" in N".
These quantities are then compared with experimental
values to obtain a set of wave function parameters to
be used in evaluating splittings. The strength and range
of the Gaussian potential to be used is also discussed
here.

In Sec. V the spin-orbit interaction constants
obtained by comparison with the experimental splitting
of N" and 0' are given for the diGerent sets of wave
function parameters of Sec. IV. A comparison is made
of the relative contributions of direct and exchange
integrals to the splittings.

Section VI is a discussion of the present results, and
a comparison is made of the interaction constants
obtained with those required in the Li7 calculation of
Breit and Stehn. ' Also a comparison is made, insofar
as is possible, with the 6ne structure calculations of

other authors" relevant to N" 0", and Li'. The work

reported below divers from many other papers quoted
above in that the whole interaction is formally covari-
ant to order tt'/c' in the nucleon velocities. s
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c=—p, v, or y for s, p, or d shell nucleons.

2L+'cL+

1 3 5 (2L+1)Qn.

(—1)'+- - (2L+1)(L—~)!-:
Vt. (~ v)—= (sin8)

2~(L!) 4m-(L+rn)!

dL+m

X (sin8)'ze"
d(cosg)

n, , P,—= spin functions for nucleon i corresponding to
spin being up or down, respectively. v„=—eigenfunction
of a valence nucleon. n, 2 —= range and strength param-
eters, respectively, of a Gaussian potential. a=p/n;
b= u/n—; c=y/n. Pt.—'(u) =dPt. (u—)/du, where Pt. (u)
=Legendre polynomial. K—=h/Mc; M—=mass of a
nucleon; c=—velocity of light. 0',—=n!!2A.D~= [(x+y)/2)—'
+x+y. F~=xy+x+—y.

(—1)"=+1for P even. Let the perturbation term of
an m nucleon system be given by

H'=k 2', t'H't;

where H;, =H;; and the prime on g means iW j.Then,
for a "closed shell plus one nucleon" system, one
obtains for the diagonal matrix element of H':

(p b,
H'p )b= Q.(u.(1)u,(2),

XHu[u. (1)u, (2)—u, (1)u.(2))), (6)

where P, is a summation over the nucleon states making
up the closed shell and the letter c designates the
valence nucleon state. In what follows, the erst term
of Eq. (6) will be referred to as the direct integral and
the second as the exchange integral. By an application
of the well-known diagonal sum rule, it may be shown"
that the doublet splitting can be given by

AEtb. = Q "b, H'f b)(2A.+1)/P,

II. EVALUATIONS OF SPLITTINGS FOR A SINGLE
NUCLEON AND A SINGLE HOLE

The approximately relativistic spin-orbit interac-
tions, 4 to be used, are as follows for Wigner, Heisenberg,
and Majorana nucleon-nucleon potentials:

where I and h. designate the orbital quantum numbers
of the closed shell and valence nucleons respectively
and pb" denotes the zero order wave function which
contains the valence nucleon's wave function of higher

j value (i.e., p and the spin have the same sign).

where

H' =&;&&,& [a n,+(a 1)n,),—

H'"=Z, b&,b [ "a~+( "a1)ab)P,P,—
(1) (a) Maj orana Potential

(2) For the splitting due to the direct term of H'~ of
Eq. (3) with abt=1, one has

8;b = — [p,XV;V(r;b)];
4M'C'

H'~= Q, b Ap, .[a~a,+(a~—1)ob],
where

[p;XV(r,b)P, b p;),
4M'C'

(3)

, Ml —(2A+1)(P b H&M(aM —1)P b) . /nb

= (21+1)P— u„.*z(1)e *~(2)
1

X (A„og+A2$'EI2)u . (1)v„(2)dr&dr2,

V(r, &) =ordinary scalar potential energy of interaction
of nucleon j with nucleon k, P;&~=—Majorana exchange
operator, and E',

A,
~—=Heisenberg exchange operator.

Each of these interactions can be seen to have two
types of terms. One type (obtained by setting a~,
a~ or a~= 1) gives an interaction between the spin e,
and momentum y; of the jth nucleon, while the other
(setting a~, a~, or a~= 0) yields an interaction between
the jth nucleon's spin 0, and the kth nucleon's mo-
mentum yA, .

A. Single Nucleon Outside of a Closed Shell

The zero-order wave function of a single nucleon
outside of a closed shell will be taken to be a Slater
determinant:

fb ——Q„(—1)"Pu,(1)ub(2) . u (n), (4)

where P is a summation over all permutations P of
the n nucleons with (—1)&=—1 for P odd and

where p, indicates a sum on nb from L to +L and-
on a over both spin states, and M1 indicates that u~= 1.
Applying the spin operators and summing over both
spin states gives

1
At,tea ~ =2(2A+1)g —,~u *(Z)v„*(1)

m pd

XA ~2'u (2)v„(1)dr~dr2. (9)

Since Eq. (9) can be shown to be independent of the
value of p, one can multiply it by p' and then summing
on p from —h. to A yields

[A(1+1)(23+1)/3)ht pe;,

=2(2A+1) (X'/4)i P P tb u *(2)v„*(1)
m p

X[viX V(rn)Pi2 vi),u (2)v„(1)dr,dr2 (10)
"G.Breit, Phys. Rev. BSp 1447 (1930).
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with are as follows:
V=A'/3Pc'

P. W1
Making use of the addition theorem for spherical

harmonics, one 6nds in a straightforward manner that

(2I.+1)(2K+ 1)X'

J U21 RL (1)

(2I.+1)(2h+ 1)K'p. M1 j~Vgpgl, (1)Rr, (2)
32~'A(A+ 1)

XPQ(c o8s] )2{ }drgr2, (11)
where

Rg(1) d f'Rg(2) i
{' }= A(h.+1) cos812P+(cos812) r2

r~ dr E r2 )

Rg(2) d (Rg(1)) R~(1) Rg(2)
+r~ I (+3

r2 dr~ E r~ ) r~ r2

Rg(2) d i'Rg(1))
+sin'8J2PQ (cos812) 2rl

r2 dr~ 4 r~ )
Rg(1) d (Rg(2) ) d (Rg(1)q+2" I I+rir2

fl dr2 ( r2 ) dr/ 4 rg )
where

XPp'(1, 2)Rg(1)Rg(2)drgdr,

r V)2'Rg(1) Rg(2)

j rl r2 s]n 012
r12 rl r2

XRq(1)Rq(2) $ ]dr~dr2, (17)

r2 rlr2 COS~12,
XR~'(2) drgdr2, (15)

r21r2

. wo —{)~ (16)

(2I.+1)(28+1)K'
I' Ug2' Rc(1) Rg(2)

Wl

64m'A(h+1) j rq2 r2 r2

XPI, (1,2)P~'(1,2)Rq(2) { }dr~dr2

I' Vgp'

Rg (1)RL, '(2) rg sin'8~2PI. (1,2)

d Rg(2) ) Rp(1) Rg(2)
X

( ~yL4+A(A+1) j
dr, & r, rl r2

(2I.+1)(24+1)K'

~LA~dir Ui2P~'(1, 2)
32~'A (A+ 1)

XRq(2) sin'8~~L ]dr~dr2, (12)
where

[ )= Rl.'(1)Rg'(2)Pi(1,2)—PL, '(1,2)

(Rl.(1) Rz, (2)
Xcos8i2

i
Rr.'(2)+Rq(1)

rl r2

Rl.(1) Rg(2) q Rg(1) Rr, (2)
I+

r, r, ) r2

XPl."(1,2) cos'8i2, (13)

6IgE, ~'= —(2L+ 1)(23+1) I (Un/r~)
(32m') J

XRr, (1)Rz,'(1)Rq'(2) cos8~2dr&dr~,

P MO g g Ml (14)

(b)

Wiggler

Potential

The single-particle splittings for the signer potential

Equation (11) may be found in the literature' and is

given again here for completeness.
The remaining splittings for the Majorana potential

may be evaluated in a similar manner and are as
follows:

(c) Heisenberg Potential

The single-particle splittings for the Heisenberg
potential can be expressed in terms of those for the
%igner potential as follows:

gg. Hl gg. Wl

Pg . IIO gg . WO

II1 gg . Wl

~Z»= —~Z wo=o

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

B. System Consisting of a "Hole" in a Closed Shell
and Another Closed Shell

As is well known, the splitting (with opposite sign)
of this system can be obtained in terms of single-
particle splittings by assuming both shells to be filled
and identifying the "hole" state with that of a valence
nucleon. So, for example, to determine the (1p ') state
splitting oi N" it suKces to assume a p, nucleon state
outside of closed s and p shells, and to apply the corre-
sponding formulas of Sec. II-A, with the signs reversed.

{ }= {L (2r~r2 cos8~2 —2r 2') +r2' sin'8~~)Rq (1)

rgr2' sin'8—~gRg'(1) }
and

1 cos8y2 $
iPI, '(1,2)P~'(1,2)

— ~rlr2 r2

1 cos8u i
&r~r, r,' )

WO gg Wl
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MO (Q17) — Ag Ml

IIL SPLITTING EXPRESSIONS ASSUMING GAUSSIAN where F~=oo—y+x+y and
WAVE FUNCTIONS AND GAUSSIAN POTENTIALS

The Gaussian wave functions to be used in evaluating
the formulas of Sec. II, A are as follows:

(26)

A(r) =Xo exp( —-', pr2); Rl(r) =¹rexp( 2—7 r2);

R2 (r) = /2/2r2 exp( ——,'yr2);
where

NO2 = 4p~/+7r; /12 = (8/3) (7 '/+7r);
$22 = (16/15) (y7/2/+7r) .

The Gaussian potential to be used is

&(r12) = —& exp( —~r12) ~

&. (d5/2 —d3/2)O" Splittings for
the Wigner Potential

c(ac)'"
AEg;,w'(0") = —100', (a+ 1)

~ac

c(bc)'/'" 7b+, 3(b 1)+-
P 7/2 ~bc-

. WO(Q17) —0

(27)

(28)
To calculate, say, the direct Majorana (aM=1) contri-
bution to the (/f; —/f;) splitting of 0'7, one has

gg . Ml(Q17) —2[g g MlyA ~. Ml].
and for the (dI.—d~) splitting of N" one has

. Ml(+15) —
2I A g . Ml+A Q . Ml)

Wl (017) 5 g
c2(ac)-:i (c—3a) (a+c+6)

D.,5/2 4D., 10(a+c+2)

c(bc)'" 7b
+ (2—b) — (»)

Dbc Dbc-

the 2 arising from the fact that both neutrons and
protons contribute to direct integral contributions, if
one assumes charge independence of nuclear forces. By
making use of integrals in Appendix A and Eqs. (11)—
(18), the 0" and N" splitting expressions may be
evaluated and the results are given in Secs. A—D below.

WO (Q17) Ag Wl

C. (P3/2 Pl/2)N" Splittings for
the Majorana Potential

(a+4) ab '" b'L1 —(3b/4) j
AE M'(N") =68 — +

(3o)

A. (d, /2
—d3/2)O" Splittings for the
Majorana Potential

c'(ac) lr c(-,'c+-', a+1)
, Ml(Q17) — 10@

D 6 D,
c(bc) I 7c(-', c+-,'b+1) 5 c(',c+,'b—+1-)-

.
1-'' +

abc Dbc abc

Where a—=p/n, b= 7/cx, C=y/n, —Ct—=c3% A, and D~—=
I (*+y)/2j'+~+y;

3 ab, ' 5b7
AE~;,Mo(N15) =—8 a +

2 Dgb J Dbb

3 ab
- -'*bO(3b+1)

AP Ml (N15) — Q +

MO (N15) — Ag cV1

7/2

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

1 ac
. MO(Q17) — 5 g

2-D-
—

bc - 7/2

Dbc-
(D5,+7), (24)

D. (p3/2 —pl/2)N" Splittings for
the Wigner Potential

ab ' b'(3b+1)
AE w'(N")=60', I +

I p.,
(35)

5 c(ac)'/'
Ml(017) — g, (a+ 1)

c(bc) '" 7b I-—(2—3b)—,(25)
p 7/ p„ I'

Wo (N15) —0 (36)

WO (N15) — Ag Wl (38)

t1 ab ' b'(b ',)——
AE. w'(N") =3e ~ — —,(37)

I2 D,5 D557/2

IV. DETERMINATION OF WAVE FUNCTIONS AND POTENTIAL PARAMETERS

To obtain an estimate of the wave function parameters a, b, and c the binding energy differences (assumed to
be due to Coulomb forces only) of F"—0'7 and 0"—N" have been evaluated using Gaussian wave functions. If
the ground state wave functions of 0' and F' are assumed to be identical, then the Coulomb energy difference
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of F"—0' can easily be shown to be given by

(21+1) p Rg'(1)Roo(2) p Rg(1)Rg(2)Ro(2)Ro(1)
AE, (F"—0")= Q e' 2 ' drgdro Pz (cos8yo) Po (cos8yo) drydro

z,=o,i (4x)' 0 rgo

, L(15/2)+ 10(a/c)+4(a'/c') 3=e2a' c'(ac) i
15+or ac(a+c) '* (a+c)'"

(39)

+c(bc) '
bc(b+c)'

St (15/2)+10(b/c)+4(b'/c') j 15 8b

b+c c

31

(b+c)""

where e=—charge on an electron and use has been made of the integrals in Appendix B. The Coulomb energy dif-
ference of 0"—N" is given by

e' Roo(1)RP(2)
AE, (O" N")—= 2 dr&dro R—o(1)Ro(2)Po(1,2)Pi(1,2)Ri(1)»(2)drldr2

(4s)'

I' Rl (1)R1 (2) ( Pl (COS81o) )+6
)

e'n'* 4 ( 1 2 2 i 43
—b(ab)&~ ~+—(2b)',

Qs 3 Eab(a+b)& ab'(a+b)~ (a+b)'") 16

(40)

again using Appendix B.
To afford an independent estimate of the wave function parameters, the binding energy of the "last" neutron

of 0"has been calculated using a potential energy of the form

V(rgo) = —A exp( nr~ )—fog+(1 —g)Pgo ]
and making the assumptions that the s and P shell wave function parameters (a and b) of 0"and 0"are the same.
A straightforward calculation gives

2852O. , (Sg—1)(a+1)' (4 Sg)—
(B.E.)L~ (0")= c—A c'(ac) '* +

17M

P, 9/2 D 9/2

' (5g—1)(b+1) (3Fo,+7) (4—Sg) (2Do, +7)
+c(bc) ~ (42)

b(ab)' b'+2b'+Sb'
+(4—Sg), +

D -', D 7/2

7A'n b(a+1) (ab)~ 3b'+6b'+Sb'
(B.E.)h, ),(N") = b A(Sg —1)—

635
. (43)

Similarly, assuming that a and b are the same for N" and 0", one finds that the binding energy of the hole in
X15 iS given by

The potential constants shall be taken to be

n= 22(Marco/Ao) (1/a'= 1.92X10 'o cm)

and 3=91 mc2. These constants are based upon the
parameters of Hatcher, Arfken, and Breit," which
were obtained by securing agreement for the low-energy
P-P scattering cross section. The depth of 91 mc' is the
weighted mean of the triplet and singlet depths with
the latter being taken to be 51 mc2. By way of com-
parison, the potential constants used by Massey ef at."
are A =88.2 mc' and 1/a'*=1.91X10 " cm, which give
the correct binding energy of He4.

"Hatcher, Arfken, and Breit, Phys. Rev. 75, 1389 (1949).

Equating the experimental binding energy difference
of O"—N" of 3.547 Mev" to DE, (O"—N") of Eq.
(40) and setting a=b, one obtains approximately 1.2
for a=b AE, (O"—N. ") is found to be relatively insen-
sitive to variations of either a or b about 1.2, so for
simplicity a= 5 will be assumed" in what follows.

Equating the 3.549-Mev binding energy difference of

"All experimental quantities have been taken from F. Ajzen-
berg and T. Lauritsen, Revs. Modern Phys. 27, 77 (1955).' The variational binding energy calculations of E. Feenberg
and M. Phillips, Phys. Rev. 51, 597 (1937), show that the con-
dition a=b gives reasonable results for light-nuclei binding
energies. The same may be seen from related earlier calculations
of E. Feenberg and E. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 51, 95 (1937).
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FIG. 1. Graphs of contributions to ground-level splitting of 0'7
plotted against range parameter c for fixed values of range param-
eters a=b=1.0.
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F'r —0" to dE, (F'~ 0") o—f Eq. (39), and using the
previously found value of a= b=1.2 for the N" s- and
p-shell constants, one obtains c= 1.37 for the 0"
d-shell constant.

Alternatively, estimates of a, b, and c may be obtained
by consideration of Eqs. (42) and (43). If one assumes
g=0.2, Eq. (43) with a=b=1.2 gives —42.7 mc' for
the binding energy of the hole in N", which is seen to
be about 40% greater than the experimental value of
—30.6 mc'. If again one uses g=0.2, Eq. (42) with
a=b=1.2, c=1.37 gives +12.0 mc' (no binding) for
the binding energy of the "last" neutron of 0" and
the latter value is to be compared with the experi-
mental value of —8.11 mc'.

Upon examining the dependence of Eq. (42) (g=0.2)
upon a, b, and c (assuming a=b), from 0.1 to 3.0, it
was found that maximum "binding" of the "last"
neutron of 0" occurs when u=b=0. 7 and c=0.9 and
is +2.4 mc'. It is found also that Eq. (43) (a=b,
g=0.2) gives the experimental value (—30.6 rnc') for
the "hole" binding energy of N" when a=b=0.75. It
thus appears that the potential given by Eq. (41) is
not adequate to account simultaneously for the binding
energy of the "last" neutron of 0" and of the hole of
N", provided the s- and p-shell paramaters of N", 0"
and 0' are assumed to be approximately equal.

Using a=b=0.75 and c=0.9, which give the experi-
mental "hole" binding and maximum "last" neutron
binding, it is found that AE, (0"—N") = 2.97 Mev and
hE, (F" 0'")=2.94 Mev—, which are seen to be about
0.6 Mev lower than the respective experimental binding
energy differences.

If the rms radii of N" and 0'~ are calculated using
Gaussian functions and are set equal to the radii as
determined from r = rpA I (rp= 1.2)(10 " cm), the
resulting p- and s-shell parameters are found to be
b=1.04 and c=1.35. These values are seen to be in

FxG. 2. Graphs of contributions to ground-level splitting of 0'7
plotted against range parameter c for fixed values of range param-
eters u= b=1.5.

rough agreement with those determined by the Coulomb
energy diGerence method.

As a compromise of the values determined by the
foregoing methods, the values a=b=0.9 and c=0.9
shall be used in obtaining splitting estimates in Sec. V.

V. DETERMINATION AND COMPARISON OF
SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION CONSTANTS

The total splitting AEx (X=M, W or H), from the
two parts of Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) is given in terms
of Eqs. (23) through (38) and may be written:

+ax —ax(gg . xl gg . xn)+ax(gg xl gE xn)

+gg xp+ gg xp (44)

E 20

l6

W;DR—

The dependence of AE upon a, b, and c, for the

(d;—d;)0" and (P,*—P;)N" splittings (for ax arbi-
trarily taken to be 10) is shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3. It may
be seen that these quantities are quite sensitive to
variations in u, b, and c and also that the exchange
integral contributions are relatively large.

If the experimental values of the (p;—p, )N"
splitting (+12.4 mc') and the (d;—d, )0" splitting

(—10 mc') are compared with the calculated splittings,
the constants u~, which are needed to give agreement,
are as in Table I.

It may be noted that the Heisenberg interaction of
Eq. (2) has not been considered since it gives an
inverted ordering of levels from that which is required
in the N" and 0'7 splittings.

g W (N15) ~M (Pl? ) g W (Ql? )

TAaLz I. Values of spin-orbit interaction parameters for two sets
of wave function range parameters a, b, and c.
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FIG. 3. Graphs of contributions to ground-level splitting of 'N'
plotted against range parameter c for fixed values of range param-
eters a=b=1.5.
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It is seen that a (N") or aw(N'~) must be about
twice as large as a (0") or aw(O"). Elliot and Lane "
using a phenomenological spin-orbit potential of the
type

V. .'= 112(ol+a2) ((pi —p2) X (ri r2)3, (45)

where

in the ratios of effective interaction constants for these
nuclei even though the approaches used are quite
different. The considerations of Abraham and Talmi
are in a sense more phenomenological than those
employed in the present work since the latter makes use
of relativistic invariance through Breit's invariant
forms of order e'/c'.

and using Gaussian wave functions, have found that
Vo'(N") must be about 1.8 times larger than Vo'(0'")
to give agreement with the experimental data. There
does not seem to be a direct connection between their
result and the present one because their spin-orbit
force is purely phenomenological while the one used in
the present calculation is not.

Breit and Stehn4 have given an expression for the

(p,*—p;) splitting [their Eqs. (8)$ of Li'. The constants
a~, a~, and a~ needed to give the 479-kev splitting
were found by them to be between 2 and 4, depending
upon the potential mixture assumed. Their constants
were based upon V(ri~) = —A' exp( —8'r„'); A'=72
tmc' and n'= 16M mc'/5'; and p = f = 1.6 n'. Abraham"
has obtained the Gaussian wave function parameters
for Li from a consideration of Be —Li' binding energy
difference and also from calculating the binding energy
of Li'. The equivalent constants which he finds by
these methods are, respectively, p, = P = 1.396n and
p= p= 1.16m [u= 22 (M mc'/5')]. Considering the
splitting to be due to either a Majorana or Wigner
potential, one finds from Eq. (8) of the paper of Breit
and Stehn that a (Li') =3.36 or 4.47 and aw(Li') = 2.3
or 3.06 using the above criteria of the binding energy
difference or binding energy, respectively.

Assuming a Gaussian spin-orbit force of the type
given by Eq. (44) and Gaussian wave functions, one

may easily obtain DE(Li~) )Abraham, i6 first term of
Eqs. (16a) or (16b)j and DE(N") and DF(O'~)
(Talmi"; Secs. 10B and 10D; making allowance for
factor of —', in the interaction used). The constants
found, which are required to give the experimental
splittings, are as follows: Vo(Li')= —0.75 Mev (an
average of Abraham's two values); Vg(N") =—3.4 Mev
and Vo(O'7) = —1.34 Mev (found by setting Talmi's
r =0.9X22 (M mc'/k').

These interaction constants are seen to be in the
approximate ratio

Vo(Li'): Vo(N"): Vo(O") =0.56:2.54: 1.

The approximate ratios of the presently determined
interaction constants are

CONCLUSIONS

The present investigation seems to indicate that it
is not possible to account for both the N" and the 0"
splittings, using the same value of spin-orbit interaction
constant in Kqs. (1) and (2). By comparing the con-
stants, ux, needed to account for the X" and 0"
splitting with those needed to account for the Li'
splitting, ' it is seen that they are in the approximate
ratio ax(Li'): a (N"):ax(Oi7) = 4:—,:1. This lack of
agreement does not seem to be attributable to the form
of interaction given by Kqs. (1), (2), and (3), for a
similar result was obtained by Elliot and Lane" using
a Yukawa spin-orbit force given by Eq. (45). Also the
calculations of Abraham" and Talmi" enable one to
conclude that a Gaussian spin-orbit force of the type
given by Eq. (45) is inadequate to account for the Li',
N", and 0'~ splittings with the same strength of spin-
orbit interaction.

It may be mentioned that the existence of excited
configurations has not been considered here, which may
eGect the above conclusions.

The approximation of representing two-body spin-
orbit forces in terms of an equivalent one-body force
does not appear to be valid in the cases of N" and 0"
as is evidenced by the relatively large exchange-integral
contributions to the total splittings.
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APPENDIX A. COULOMB INTEGRALS

I,( j—= exp( —(ari'+br2'))( jdridr2/ri2, (A-1)

F=a+b,

and
w(LP) .aw(¹s). aw(O'~) 0 264. 1 56.1

a~(Li'): a~(N"): aM (0")=0.31:1.76:1

I.(ri'r2' cosei2] = (Sn'/4) a 'b '(2a'+ 7.ab+2b')F '"
(A-2)

I.(ri'r2' cos'ei27= (~'/2)a 'b '(2a'+7ab+2b')F:
using in the Li' calculation the Be'—Li' binding energy
radius. There is thus an approximate correspondence I,(r ri~'si n8 i2=j(27r*')a 'b 'F

(A-3)

(A-4)
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~1'~2 cos~12»n'~12
exp[—a(rr2+r22) j dr1dr2

=162rl(2a) "" (A-5)

t exp f —(art2+br22+crr22))I'= Ir1dr2

These integrals (and other simpler ones) were evalu-
ated by differentiating

with respect to the parameters a and b, and by iterations
ot the operator 8= ',—(i-t/ria+ff/rfb c—l/itc) which is seen
to be equivalent to multiplication of an integrand by
r~r2 cos01~. The use of the operator 6 was suggested to
the author by Professor G. Breit.

Many Gaussian integrals of the form

I"[ j=
~

exp( —(art'+brs'+cr12 ))[ ]drrdr2

were evaluated in a similar manner.
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The nuclides Fm ~, Fm'", and Fm 5~ were produced by alpha bombardment of Cf '9. The excitation
functions for their formation, as well as some of their nuclear properties, were measured.

INTRODUCTION

' 'N a previous paper from this laboratory' the pro-
~- duction of some einsteinium isotopes by alpha
bombardment of a target of Bk'" was described.
Bk'49 decays with a half-life of 280 days by beta emission
to the 5)&10'-year alpha-emitting Cf249. This paper will
describe some studies ot reactions of the type (n, xtt)
brought about by bombarding Cf'" with helium ions in
the energy region 20 to 40 Mev. The experimental
technique, which was fully described earlier, ' involved
catching the reaction products recoiling from the thin
target in a separate gold foil. Thus, it is possible to use
the same target for several bombardments. The target
used i' the present experiments was the same one as
used in the irradiations of Bk'4' although it now con-
tained about 10" atoms of Cf'4' grown in from the
original 3X10' atoms of Bk . In fact, this target has
been subjected to about 100 bombardments or a total
of roughly 1000 p,a-hr.

The chemical purification and separation of the
products involved mainly ion exchange techniques and
electroplating as described before. '

t Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.

* On leave from the Israel Atomic Energy Commission, tA'eiz-

mann Institute of Science, Rehovoth, Israel.
$ Present address: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee.
$ Present address: Florida State University, Tallahassee,

Florida.
~ ~

On leave from the Nobel Institute of Physics, Stockholm 50,
Sweden.

~ Harvey, Chetham-Strode, Ghiorso, Choppin, and Thompson,
Phys. Rev. 104, 1305 (1956).

TABLE I. Nuclear properties of light fermium isotopes.

Isotope

Pm~so
Fm~"
Fm25'

Type of
decay

a, E.C.P

K.C., a

Half-life

30 min
7hr

30 hr

Alpha-
particle
energy

7.43
6.89
7.05

Branching
ratio electron
capture/alpha

E.C. not observed
~100
P-stable'

a Glass, Thompson, and Seaborg, J. Inorg. Nuclear Chem. 1, 3 (1955).
2 Atterling, Forsling, Holm, Melander, and Astrom, Phys. Rev.

95, 585 (1954).
~ Choppin, Harvey, and Thompson, J. Inorg. Nuclear Chem. 2,

66 (1956).

RESULTS

The fermium isotopes produced and studied in these
experiments were Fm"' Fm"' and Fm"'. Of these,
Fm'" was produced earlier at Stockholm and later at
Berkeley by oxygen bombardment of uranium, ' and
Fm'" was produced at Berkeley by several of the above
authors by alpha bombardment of targets containing
the isotopes Cf'", Cf'" Cf"' and Cf"' However, the
mass assignments are not certain on the basis of this
work.

The element identification was established by means
of a cation exchange column separation using alpha-
hydroxy isobutyric acid as eluant. ' Mass assignments
were based on the excitation functions. The properties
of these nucHdes are summarized in Table I. The half-
lives given are good to about &10jo and the alpha
particle energies to &0.05 Mev.

The amounts of Fm'" produced correspond to about
40 alpha counts per minute at the end of the bombard-


